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This year’s title of the conference is Reanimation of
Architecture. Architecture has a great impact on
designing space and our living. But is contemporary
architecture and architects responding to the present
situation? At time of global climatic, environmental and
financial crisis we should re-evaluate the existing
architectural principles and criteria. Instead of using more
and more natural space, sources and energy, architecture
should focus on restoration, renovation and reanimation of
disregarded and ignored architecture.
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NAME AND LOCATION OF THE PROJECT
Name of the author/architect

FRAN KRSTO FRANKOPAN
PRIMARY SCHOOL, KRK, CROATIA
Saša Randić, Idis Turato
office: Randić & Turato Architects
client: F. K. Frankopan Primary School
realization: 2003
area: 3.200 m2
photographer: Robert Leš
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